About Signia
Only Signia combines industry-leading audiology and
technology to deliver iconic innovations in hearing
to enhance human performance. We put hearing aid
wearers first, with products that fit their wants, needs
and style. The wearer is at the center of our universe
and their needs are woven into our DNA.
For us, this is not about correcting a loss, it’s about
gaining an edge. Not just performing, but performing
at their best.

The information in this document contains general descriptions of the
technical options available, which do not always have to be present in
individual cases and are subject to change without prior notice.

Experience more
in every situation
Active Pro X hearing aids deliver high-quality hearing
in a modern, comfortable and secure earbud design
like no other. Simply pop them in for parts of your day
when you need a hearing boost or keep them in all day
long for non-stop hearing performance and comfort
anytime, anywhere.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and any use of such marks by WSAUD A/S is under license. Other trademarks
and trade names are those of their respective owners. Other trademarks and
trade names are those of their respective owners.
Android is a trademark of Google Inc.
iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other
countries and is used under license.
“Made for iPhone” means that an electronic accessory has been designed
to connect specifically to iPhone and has been certified by the developer
to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the
operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory
standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPhone may affect
wireless performance.
The ‚Qi‘ symbole is a trademark of the Wireless Power Consortium
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Signia Active Pro

Enhancing Human
Performance with
Signia Active X
You’ve always thought of hearing aids as their stigma
— large, clunky, inconvenient, and a symbol of old
age. But, today’s technology and advances in design
shatter any preconceived notions — so much so, it’s
hard to tell if someone is even wearing a hearing aid at
all. Now, whether you’re running errands, on a video
conference for work, or lunching at a restaurant, you
can finally have a hearing aid that looks great and
enhances every part of your day.

Bluetooth
Streaming

Instant
Fit

Comfort and
convenience
Active combines the advanced technology of a
Signia hearing aid with a modern earbud design to
empower people to experience more in any situation.
The comfortable click sleeves provide a secure fit,
combined with exceptional hearing in noise and
high-quality bluetooth streaming, to deliver added
convenience.

Sleeves
The sleeves come in four different sizes and a closed
and open build version suitable for most ear anatomies
and hearing needs.

Brilliant
Sound

Recharge
on-the-go

The full package
Built on the Signia Xperience platform, users can
experience the hearing edge they need no matter
where they are. Instant fit and portable charging allows
you to to enhance your performance every day.
Never worry about power with a Portable charging
case that holds up to 3 days of extra charges on the go.
And when charging is required you can simply plug it in
or leverage the built-in Qi wireless charging capabilites
to place the case on a charging pad to power up!

Enhanced Speech
Understanding

Automatic
Situation Detection

Digital
Assistant

Face Mask
Mode

Hear better without
interruption

Personal support,
at your fingertips

• Exceptional hearing in noise
• Natural, personalized sound that automatically adapts
for an optimized experience
• Noise reduction technology
• Sound therapy solutions to help distract you from the
ringing in your ears (Tinnitus)

Signia is committed to helping you live your life
without interruptions — that means on-the-go support
and leading technology all in one. Through Signia’s
advanced app, users have access to hearing aid
controls, streaming capabilities with multiple devices,
and so much more.
• On demand support via the digital assistant
• Improved communications when wearing masks at
the touch of a button with Face Mask Mode
• Virtual connection to your health care provider for
remote care services via Signia Telecare

Compatible with Android and iOS. The app is free of charge.

